
 
 

GE-10 gas turbine power plant performance 
 

Domestic:  
1: Shandong Laiwu a (coke oven gas as fuel)  
2: Shanxi Jin a vine (coke oven gas as fuel)  
3: Shanxi three-dimensional one (coke oven gas as fuel)  
Overseas:  
Nigeria, a (natural gas as fuel)  
Kazakhstan three (natural gas as fuel)  
Four Turkmenistan (natural gas as fuel) 

 
 

 
 
About us and GE cooperation content as follows: 
     The American general electric power system petroleum and natural gas corporation 
(abbreviated as GE/NP) signed purchasing GE/NP company produces the GE10-1 type gas 
turbine's all-round cooperation agreement. GE cooperation content is: GE - 10 gas turbine 
long-term and the new cooperation, catic can be GE - 10 gas turbine in domestic or foreign 
sales, and the price is cheaper than GE. Including GE - 10 gas turbine full set of spare parts. In 
the global sales can. QD100 type gas turbine is catic world new adopt advanced technology, 
efficient GE10-1 gas turbine, complete design and research and development of a world 
advanced level the process of applying 10MW power levels of gas turbine. The new product in 
unified catic unified planning, product research and development, the unified products 
complete and unified after-sales service principle, the use of its first-class aerospace 
technology, equipment and distinctive characteristics of whole advantage, actively participate 
in gas turbines at home and abroad market competition, for the domestic and foreign 
customers with high-quality gas turbine equipment and gas turbine power engineering 
services. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Below are some pictures about gas turbine 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 



 
Other gas turbine generating equipment is as follows: 

 
My company except GE - 10 gas turbine generating equipment, besides the 

domestic QD128 gas turbine equipment, it is in aeroengine daken light gas turbine, 
power is 1280KW. 

About gas turbine thermal parts, general GE fire burning cone and transition 
section we may through surveying and mapping, undertake production. We have 
manufacturing GE - 9E GE - 6B transition section of fire burning tube performance. We 
can also in foreign companies to buy the GE thermal parts products. Price than GE 
cheap lot. 

Below are foreign companies and GE the same product are as follows; 
Fixed blades (9E, 6B),the gas nozzle first, second, the fuel nozzle (9E, 6B) and GE 

fire burning cone and transition section (9F, 6B) 9E, 


